The
Grade
Does it reflect what matters
about student learning?
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We are conditioned
by existing structures we may not
have fully examined.d.

What is most important
for students to
demonstrate they know
and can do?

How might you assign
percentages to what you
value?

To what extent do the weights you assign reflect what you value about
student learning?
Project
30%
Papers &
Tests
40%

Homework
30%

Do our grading structures align to what we value?
Reflection on Growth/Self-Awareness
10%

Content & Skills
35%

Application of Knowledge & Skills
35%

Work Ethic (Homework)
5%
Participation
15%

Through grading
structures, we may
dig holes into
which students
stumble, become
discouraged, or
keep their grades
from reflecting the
work of which
they’re capable…

Holes
•
•
•
•

Rigid late policies
Zeros & 100-point scale
One & done assessments
Heavily weighting completion of
small assignments that reflects
compliance more than learning

I know I can do better than
this.
I am not timely but I do high
quality work.
I didn't do a few homework
assignments, and now I have a
C.
I bombed assignments at the
beginning of the course because I
wasn't getting it, but now I do!
I am getting a B because I do
every assignment, but I don't
really understand the content.

How might our assessment
practices contribute to
growth & learning?

Consider a
4-point scale

4=A
3= B
2=C
1=D
0 = F.

https://www.edutopia.org/article/case-against-zeros-grading

Tamony, A. (2021, October 6). [web log]. Retrieved from https://www.edutopia.org/article/case-against-zeros-grading.

Assign more weight to
end of course assignments

Assign less weight to
homework

Why not give opportunities
for drafts and revisions?

I believe in
you.

I will hold you
to a high
standard.

Feedback
Practices
Be specific
about
feedback

Consider
recording your
feedback on
Canvas

Is the assessment
a learning experience?
A few ideas..
• What new knowledge might students
create through the assessment?
• How might an assessment be aligned to
the real-world work of the discipline?
• Is there an authentic audience for the
assessment?
• Are there opportunities for voice & choice?

Look at our
own practice.
If they're not
getting it, how
do we shift?
Tip: Ask students for
feedback.

Create Conditions for Growth

